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ABSTRACT
Artificially engineered metamaterials have emerged with properties and
functionalities previously unattainable in natural materials. The scientific breakthroughs
made in this new class of electromagnetic materials are closely linked with progress in
developing physics-driven design, novel fabrication and characterization methods. The
intricate behavior of these novel metamaterials is interesting from both fundamental and
practical point of view. New frontiers are being explored as intrinsic limitations challenge
the scaling of microwave metamaterial designs to optical frequencies. These materials
promise an entire new generation of miniaturized passive and active optical elements. In
this study, I demonstrate an on-fiber integrated “fishnet” metamaterial modulator for
telecommunication applications. This metamaterial shows remarkable coupling to fiber
guided modes (3.5dB) and a photoswitchable tuning range of more than 1.8dB. The
design offers extremely small footprint (~10 wavelengths) and complete elimination of
bulk optical components to realize low-cost, potential high-speed optical switching and
modulation.
Unique characterization techniques need to be developed as conventional optical
microscopy runs out of steam to resolve the fine features of optical metamaterials. To
address this challenge, I have investigated cathodoluminescence imaging and
spectroscopy technique. This scanning electron beam based technique allows optical
image acquisition and spectroscopy with high spectral and spatial resolution.
Monochromatic photon maps (spectral bandwidth ~5nm) show strong variation of
localized plasmon modes on length scales as small as 25nm. Numerical simulations
performed to model the eigenmodes excited by electron beam show strong agreement
with experiments.
I also demonstrate progress made in “superlensing”, a phenomenon associated
with plasmonic metamaterials, leading to subdiffraction resolution with optical imaging.
Fabricating a smooth silver superlens (0.6nm root mean square roughness) with 15nm
thickness, I demonstrate 30nm imaging resolution or 1/12th of the illumination
wavelength (near-ultraviolet), far below the diffraction-limit. Moreover, I have extended
subdiffraction imaging to far-field at infrared wavelengths. Utilizing a two-dimensional
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array of silver nanorods that provides near-field enhancement, I numerically show that
subwavelength features can be resolved in far-field in the form of Moiré features.
Development of this unique far-field superlensing phenomenon at infrared wavelengths is
of significant importance to chemical and biomedical imaging.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION∗

Background and motivation
Over the past eight years, metamaterials have shown tremendous potential in

many disciplines of science and technology. Their extraordinary properties and
applications has placed them on many scientific-breakthrough lists, including Materials
Today’s top 10 advances in material science over the past 50 years.1 The core concept of
metamaterials is to scale up conventional continuum materials by using artificially
designed and fabricated structural units with the required effective properties and
functionalities. These structural units considered as the constituent “atoms” and
“molecules” of the metamaterial can be tailored in shape and size, the lattice constant and
interatomic interaction can be artificially tuned, and “defects” can be designed and placed
at desired locations (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of a unit cell of a metamaterial in which artificial
“atoms” are arranged in a body-centered-cubic lattice.2
Among the most sought-after properties of metamaterials is the negative index of
refraction. An engineered material with simultaneous negative electric permittivity (ε)
∗

Part of the contents of this chapter has been published in MRS Bull. 2008, 33, 915-920. Reproduced by
permission of the MRS Bulletin.
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and negative magnetic permeability (µ) (hence negative index of refraction; n = − εμ )
can exist without violating any physical law. These materials show promises of exotic
electromagnetic phenomena such as reversed Doppler shift and inverse Cherenkov
radiation. All these exciting physics of negative refraction remained merely a
mathematical curiosity since Veselago’s first prediction in 1968,3 until negative
refraction phenomenon was observed experimentally by Shelby et al. at microwave
frequencies in a wedge shaped negative index material (NIM).4
Most of the early research to realize negative refraction through metamaterials
relied on developing magnetically active materials. Although negative permittivity is
quite common in metals at optical wavelengths, it is very challenging to find natural
materials that exhibit magnetic response at terahertz (THz) and higher frequencies. This
is because magnetic responses in materials arise from either the orbiting electrons or
unpaired electron spins. In contrast to electrical resonance or phonon resonance, magnetic
resonant phenomena occur at much lower frequencies (typically below 100GHz).5
However, an artificial composite made up of conductive but non-magnetic swiss rolls6 or
split-ring resonators (SRRs)4, 7, 8 can display a magnetic response; more surprisingly the
composite can exhibit a region of negative magnetic permeability in the frequency
spectrum. This SRR array when combined with an array of conducting wires creates a
medium with simultaneous negative permeability and permittivity. The origin of
magnetic activity in an artificial composite such as SRRs made of purely non-magnetic
elements arises from the coupling effect between the structure’s internal inductance and
capacitance. The coupling alters the impedance to generate a resonance behavior. An
external magnetic field with a varying flux normal to the metallic loop induces a current
flow, which, in turn, results in a local magnetic dipole moment. This magnetic dipole
moment generates magnetization that contributes to the permeability μ (Ampere’s law).
Apart from interesting physics and novel electromagnetic phenomena,
metamaterials offer opportunities to realize several groundbreaking engineering
applications. Subdiffraction imaging,9 invisibility cloaks,10 chemical and biomolecular
sensing,11, 12 communication and information processing13 (Figure 1.2) are some of the
applications that have generated enormous interest in metamaterials over a relatively
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short period of time. The pressing need to realize these applications has been the driving
force in the quest to obtain metamaterials operating at optical frequencies.

Figure 1.2 A plethora of potential applications such as subdiffraction imaging, sensing,
cloaking, and telecommunication has been the driving force in realizing metamaterials at
optical frequencies.
Figure 1.3 is an illustrative chart of progress made in scaling artificial magnetism,
negative refraction and other novel phenomenon such as subdiffraction imaging to optical
frequencies. Ring resonator designs first demonstrated at microwave frequencies have
been successfully scaled to mid-infrared (IR) frequencies (e.g. L-shaped resonators
operating at 60THz).14 However, further scaling requires a different approach because of
deviation of metal from perfect conductor behavior at higher frequencies.15 Among the
first distinguished designs with near-IR resonant magnetic activity was demonstrated
using a wire sandwich structure, in which a dielectric layer is sandwiched between two
metal films. The magnetic response in this sandwich configuration originates from the
antiparallel current supported by the wire pair.16 When combined with long metal wires,
this structure, popularly known as a “fishnet”, was shown to have negative refraction for
3

a particular polarization at telecommunication wavelength (1550nm). Development of
metamaterials operating at telecommunication wavelengths is of significant practical
interest as it can lead to novel optical components such as lenses, beam-splitters and
optical modulators for fiber-optic communication industry.

Figure 1.3 Progress made in scaling metamaterials from microwave to optical
frequencies. Feature size denotes lattice or unit cell size as appropriate. Suitable
fabrication tools corresponding to feature size are listed at the top. Note: LSR is L-shaped
resonator,14 MDM is metal–dielectric–metal,17, 18 SRR is split-ring resonator4, 7, 8 and
NIM stands for negative index materials.
Metamaterials often derive their extraordinary properties from surface plasmon
waves which are collective oscillations of free-electrons on the surface of metallic
nanostructures. These surface plasmon waves are characterized by their extremely short
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wavelength and thus provide a natural interface to couple light to much smaller nanoscale
devices more effectively. An entire new generation of metamaterials termed as plasmonic
metamaterials operates simply by harnessing properties of resonant surface plasmons.
Amplification of evanescent waves,19 achievement of negative refractive index such as in
fishnet metamaterial,20 extraordinary transmission enhancement,21 and enhanced Raman
scattering22 are some of the surface plasmons driven phenomena that offer great
opportunities for several applications. Optical imaging with subdiffraction resolution,
nanolithography, and detection of chemical and biological species with single molecule
sensitivity represent some of the possibilities. For example, a planar silver (Ag) film
(termed as superlens) is one of the simplest forms of plasmonic metamaterials with an
extraordinary ability to beat the diffraction limit through amplification of evanescent
waves.19 Artificial plasmonic metamaterials also offer an opportunity to engineer surface
modes over a wide range of frequency by simple surface patterning. Patterning also
allows strong confinement and enhancement of resonant plasmon modes compared to flat
metal films.23 These metallic patterns are often utilized in surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) as sensing substrates.
The intricate structure of these novel metamaterials and devices is derived from
physics-driven design for desired properties and applications. These designs require
development of viable manufacturing and novel characterization techniques. In this
dissertation, I have explored the field of optical metamaterials to address three of the
most important applications in optical regime, namely telecommunication, optical
imaging beyond diffraction limit and chemical sensing. With an exceptional team of
experts in the field of plasmonic metamaterials, we set to explore these applications with
an integrated approach; starting with fundamental understanding of the physics of
metamaterials to developing simulation, fabrication and characterization tools in order to
build a continuum picture. The objective of this research is three fold: (1) to develop an
integrated metamaterial modulator on an optical fiber for telecommunication
applications, (2) to explore cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy as a characterization
technique for imaging of plasmonic modes of metallic nanostructures, and (3) to refine
the subdiffraction imaging capability of silver superlenses operating in near-ultraviolet
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(UV) and develop novel far-field superlenses for near and mid-infrared (IR) frequencies
for chemical sensing applications.
The first objective is inspired by an inevitable thrust of research and development
in photonics to drive to ever higher levels of integration, eventually leading to a “Moore’s
Law” for optical information technology, requiring the exponential growth of information
processing functions such as modulating and switching at small scales. A significant
roadblock towards that goal is the size and cost of discrete optical components. In this
research, we explore novel concepts of metamaterials to address these ultimate demands.
We have investigated the fishnet metamaterial design and its possible integration on to an
optical fiber to develop a lightweight, compact and efficient telecommunication
modulator.
The second objective sets to explore the properties of plasmonic metamaterials
using CL imaging and spectroscopy. This part of the research addresses the pressing need
to develop unique characterization techniques for the analysis of subwavelength and
complex metastructures. Existing characterization methods ranging from optical
microscopy to near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) do not offer the flexibility
of characterizing optical metamaterials with features on the order of sub-10s of
nanometers. On the other hand CL, a scanning electron beam based characterization
technique offers an opportunity to investigate these structures with unprecedented
resolution. This investigation is critical to fully understand and exploit the properties of
metal nanostructures.
The third objective deals with one of the most promising applications of
metamaterials; their ability to obtain images that are diffraction free. Inspired by recent
work on superlens imaging9 we set to explore the ultimate limit of subdiffraction imaging
with silver superlenses. While these superlenses are limited to providing subdiffraction
images only in the near-field, we have explored an imaging approach based on Moiré
effect that allows subdiffraction resolution in the far-field at IR frequency range. This
frequency range is of special interest to chemists and biologists who utilize IR imaging
tools such as Fourier-transform infrared imaging (FT-IR) and spectroscopy to detect trace
amounts of chemicals and malignancy in biological cells and tissues. The development of
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a parallel far-field optical imaging tool with subdiffraction resolution could have a
profound impact in chemical sensing and medical diagnostics.

1.2

Thesis organization
This dissertation is organized into 5 chapters. Besides this introductory chapter

which is intended to provide a brief background and outline of the study, the contents of
rest of the chapters are organized as follows.
Chapter 2 discusses the development of “Integrated metamaterial modulator on
optical fiber” for telecommunication. We have investigated the fishnet metamaterial as an
optical modulator for on-fiber communication and information processing applications.
The design offers small footprint (~10-20λ, where λ is free-space wavelength) and
integration on fiber eliminates the need for bulk optical components. Numerical studies
indicate 3.5dB in transmission dip due to coupling of fiber guided modes with that of the
metamaterial and an on/off ratio of 1.8dB for the integrated modulator. We have also
investigated a “flipped fishnet” geometry that shows low loss and stronger coupling with
fiber-guided modes.
Chapter 3 presents “Imaging of plasmonic modes of nanostructures using highresolution cathodoluminescence spectroscopy”. Most of the prevalent optical
metamaterial designs are based on nanostructures made of noble metals such as silver and
gold. To investigate the optical properties of such structures, we have performed CL
spectroscopy on silver nanoparticles in a scanning electron microscopy setup. Direct
excitation and emission of decoupled surface plasmon modes is observed with
panchromatic and monochromatic imaging techniques. Monochromatic emission maps
have been shown to resolve spatial field variation of resonant plasmon mode on length
scale smaller than 25nm. Finite-difference time-domain numerical simulations are
performed for both the cases of light excitation and electron excitation. The results of
radiative emission under electron excitation show an excellent agreement with
experiments. A complete vectorial description of induced field is given, which
complements the information obtained from experiments.

7

Since its conceptualization24 superlens has received great deal of attention from
the scientific community owing to its superior imaging capabilities with subdiffraction
resolution. Theoretically, the device is capable of λ/20 - λ/30 image resolution25, 26.
However, after the first demonstration of λ/6 imaging (60nm resolution)with a silver
superlens,9 no further improvement in resolution has been reported so far, mainly because
it requires fabrication of thin, ultra-smooth silver film, which presents a daunting
challenge owing to island forming tendencies of silver.27 In Chapter 4, we show a smooth
superlens (~0.6nm root mean square roughness) can be fabricated down to 15nm
thickness. Utilizing an intermediate wetting layer germanium for the growth of silver, we
experimentally demonstrate 30nm or λ/12 optical imaging resolution at near-UV
wavelength. Moreover, we have conceived a novel far-field subdiffraction imaging
scheme at IR wavelengths. Utilizing a plasmonic material consisting of array of silver
nanorods, we numerically demonstrate that subwavelength information from an object
can be coupled out to the far-field in the form of Moiré features. A simple image
reconstruction algorithm can then be applied to recover the object with subwavelength
resolution. Realization of such a far-field superlens opens up exciting avenues for
biomedical imaging and chemical analysis.
Finally, Chapter 5 provides the summary of the work presented in this dissertation
and gives an outlook on possible future directions.
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2

2.1

INTEGRATED METAMATERIAL MODULATOR ON OPTICAL FIBER

Introduction
In the quest for fast, efficient and compact photonic devices, metamaterials have

been demonstrated as promising candidates for optical modulation.13, 28, 29 These artificial
materials consisting of discrete set of metal-dielectric composite structures have been
shown to mimic the properties of bulk materials.7, 28 These discrete elements can be
designed to achieve a desired response in a frequency range not readily accessible with
natural materials. In particular, the response can be tuned optically or electrically by
including active elements in the structural unit. For example, excitation of charge carriers
in a constituent semiconductor layer or the substrate can lead to modulation of optical
properties such as effective refractive index and resonance frequency of the metamaterial.
The inherent resonant nature of the metamaterial response enhances the effect of active
elements. Moreover, since the structural unit of metamaterial can be very small compared
to wavelength, the realization of compact photonic devices only several wavelengths in
footprint is a distinct possibility. This has generated considerable interest over the past
few years in the research community to develop active metamaterial devices. An early
breakthrough in the field came in 2006 when Chen and colleagues demonstrated a
resonant metamaterial modulator29 with tunable properties to an applied bias potential.
Using gold split-ring resonators (SRR) on a thin semiconductor substrate a tunable
optical response was achieved in the terahertz regime. With nominal voltages (~16V),
transmission at resonance was modulated by as much as 50%. With metamaterial
removed, the substrate by itself showed less than 10% modulation.
These active metamaterial devices find tremendous potential in
telecommunication and fiber-optic systems. While SRR design shows a strong promise as
a terahertz modulator, however, fiber-optic systems require devices operating in nearinfrared (IR) wavelengths. Scaling SRR to optical frequencies and obtain
photoconductive switching in IR is extremely challenging fabrication-wise, as it requires
very small structural dimensions. Furthermore, linear scaling of resonant wavelength of
SRR design with its structural dimensions breaks down and resonant response starts to
9

saturate near optical frequencies.15 This happens because of deviation of metal from
perfect electric conductor behavior at higher frequencies.
New designs capable of operating at near-IR and even visible frequencies are
being explored.30 Among the first distinguished designs of metamaterial operating in
near-IR regime is a metal-dielectric-metal sandwich structure (Figure 2.1 inset). This
sandwich structure arranged in the form of cross-wires is popularly known as fishnet
metamaterial.16 This metamaterial can be designed to have simultaneous negative values
of magnetic permeability (µ) and electric permittivity (ε); a feature leading to negative
refractive index. The design has recently been successfully scaled to bulk threedimensional configuration as well.31 Relative ease of fabrication, operation in near-IR
frequency range, and metal-dielectric composite structure which allows switching by
modulating the dielectric layer, makes this design a promising candidate for optical
modulation.32 Although the metamaterial itself is small in size (~10-20λ, where λ is freespace wavelength), optical fiber communication systems require several bulk components
(e.g. lenses, alignment optics etc.) to couple light out of a fiber into the modulator and
then back into the optical fiber (Figure 2.1(a)). Correspondingly, the free space
propagation introduces additional losses and noise into the signal. Optical amplifiers are
often required to compensate for these losses.
In this work, we demonstrate that a metamaterial modulator can be integrated
directly to an optical fiber, thus eliminating the need for bulk optical components. The
modulator design is based on silver (Ag)-silicon (Si) -silver fishnet structure (Figure
2.1(b)) that allows modulation in near-IR frequency range with photoexcitation of
carriers in silicon layer. Our numerical studies indicate that fiber-guided modes couple
strongly to the fishnet metamaterial near its magnetic resonance frequency. Hence, a dip
is observed at the resonant wavelength in fiber transmitted output (off state). Upon
optical excitation of silicon layer, the resonance frequency of fishnet is detuned, and thus
the optical signal is guided by the fiber (on state). Simulations indicate optical
modulation with on/off ratio of 1.8dB or 0.1dB per micron length of modulator is feasible
with this design. As a necessary precursor to the operation of integrated fiber modulator,
we have conducted experimental studies with near-field scanning optical microscopy
(NSOM) in total internal reflection configuration. These measurements suggest coupling
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of evanescent modes to the metamaterial at resonance and are in good agreement with
simulations. While fishnet metamaterial is an effective free-space modulator, the
integrated modulator shows reduced efficiency due to oblique angles of incidence under
fiber-guidance. To optimize the integrated modulator, we have investigated a “flipped
fishnet” geometry which shows improved performance at oblique angles of incidence.
This design promises to be a low loss and efficient integrated modulator.

Figure 2.1 (a) Conventional fiber-optic communication systems require bulk optical
components such as lenses, modulator and amplifiers to generate and transport
information. (b) An integrated modulator design eliminates the need for bulk
components. Inset zoom: Schematic of Ag-Si-Ag fishnet structure. Vector H and E
denote the directions of magnetic and electric field respectively.

2.2

Free-space fishnet metamaterial modulator
To design an integrated fiber-optic modulator based on fishnet metamaterial, we

first investigate the free-space modulation effect. Full scale three-dimensional numerical
simulations are performed to obtain the geometric parameters of Ag-Si-Ag fishnet
metamaterial and its performance as an optical modulator. The computations are
performed using a commercial software package CST Microwave Studio. A
computational grid with 12 mesh points per wavelength is utilized. Silver is modeled as a
11

dispersive lossy metal with permittivity governed by Drude model, whereas Si is
modeled as a non-dispersive lossless material with ε =11.9. The structure is embedded in
free-space and is excited by waveguide simulator, which allows modeling of the freespace problem as a bounded simulation.33 The normal incidence transmission and
reflection characteristics (S-parameters) of the metamaterial are plotted in Figure 2.2(a),
(b). Reflection shows a strong dip at 1760nm, which is attributed to excitation of
magnetic resonance. To better understand the nature of this resonance, field distribution
is plotted in the metal strips and the enclosed dielectric (Figure 2.2(c)). The color map
indicates the strength of the magnetic field at resonance. It is evident that strong magnetic
field is concentrated in the dielectric and is negative with respect to the incident field,
suggesting a negative magnetic permeability at resonance. This magnetic response of the
structure arises due to a displacement current loop as illustrated by the electric field arrow
plot. The conduction current density (small compared to displacement current) in the two
metal strips is oppositely directed, thus forming a current loop and generating a magnetic
resonance. At magnetic resonance, the structure assumes simultaneous negative values of
magnetic permeability and electric permittivity and hence the structure is better
impedance matched to surroundings ( Z (ω ) = μ (ω ) / ε (ω ) , where Z represents
impedance at frequency ω). This leads to a dip in reflection as observed at 1760nm.
However, away from resonance, magnetic permeability achieves positive values while
electric permittivity is still negative. This causes a large impedance mismatch and
therefore transmission achieves a minimum (observed at 1780nm in Figure 2.2(a)).
The spectral location and quality factor of this resonance is strongly dependent on
the complex refractive index of the sandwich layer and this is central to the function of
fishnet metamaterial as an optical modulator. For example, the refractive index of Si
layer can be modulated by utilizing a plasma-dispersion effect, thereby detuning the
resonance wavelength and achieving optical modulation.
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(c)

Figure 2.2 (a) Normal incidence transmission amplitude and phase characteristics of AgSi-Ag fishnet structure (Inset). (b) Reflection characteristics. (c) Field map within the
metal-dielectric-metal sandwich structure at resonant wavelength of 1760nm. The color
represents magnetic field (H) normalized with respect to incident magnetic field, and the
arrows represent electric field (E) distribution. The incident wave polarization is as
indicated and the dimensional parameters of the fishnet structure as illustrated in Figure
2.1 are tm = 28nm, td = 80nm, dx = 108nm, dy = 250nm, a = b= 550nm.
To investigate the performance of this structure as a free-space optical modulator,
simulations are performed where a pump beam induced modulation in the refractive
index of Si is assumed and transmission characteristics of fishnet are computed (Figure
2.3(a)). It is observed that by modulating the refractive index of Si by just 1.7%,
transmission is modulated by 6dB (75% change) and phase undergoes a shift of 35
degrees (Figure 2.3(b)). In comparison, an equally thick Si layer by itself undergoes a
transmission modulation of less than 0.2dB (4%). It should be noted that this calculation
is performed for just one fishnet layer. This implies that by stacking 5 layers of this
sandwich structure one can build a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a total interaction
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length of just 680nm, an order of magnitude smaller than other nonlinear materials. It is
worth mentioning here that the aforementioned amount of index change in Si layer can be
achieved with ~320µJ/cm2 of pump fluence.32
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Figure 2.3 (a) Schematic illustration of free-space fishnet modulator. A pump beam
induces a change in refractive index (n) of Si layer. (b) Simulated change in transmission
characteristics of fishnet as the index of Si layer changes.
These simulations strongly indicate that fishnet metamaterial design can be an
efficient and compact stand-alone component. However, to build an optical modulator for
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fiber-optic communication systems would require several other bulk components which
to a certain extent nullifies the advantages of a having a compact central unit. By
integrating the modulator directly onto the fiber, we eliminate the bulk optical
components, leading to significant cost reduction. This integrated design offers smaller
footprint, low loss, high efficiency, self-alignment and is less prone to electromagnetic
interference.

2.3

Integrated fishnet metamaterial modulator
Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the conceptual description of fishnet optical modulator

made on side-polished fiber. By fabricating this modulator onto a fiber flat (after removal
of a section of the fiber’s cladding) permits evanescent interaction of guided modes of the
fiber with the device. An external optical modulation signal, thus allows the possibility of
modulating transmitted output signals from the fiber. Fishnet metamaterial was fabricated
using focused ion beam (FIB) milling (Figure 2.4(b)) onto the flat side of a commercially
available D-shaped fiber (Source: KVH industries).

Side polished
optical fiber with
fishnet modulator

Core
Cladding

Optical Modulation
signal

1µm

Laser
Fiber

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4 (a) Sketch of fishnet modulator on polished optical fiber. (b) Secondary
electron image depicts fishnet metamaterial fabricated onto a single D-fiber.
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This integrated design is based on mode coupling between fishnet and fiber
guided modes. We have simulated this coupling effect by placing the fishnet onto a fiber
and monitoring the trans-coupled output (Figure 2.5(a)). Figure 2.5(b) shows the
transmission (red dashed line) and reflection (blue dotted line) characteristics of a fishnet
designed to be resonant near 1500nm (reflection dip). It is observed that near the
metamaterial resonance, light is coupled into the fiber through surface modes and is
guided by it; hence we observe a peak in the trans-coupled output spectrum (black solid
line). To further verify if this is truly a resonant mode of the metamaterial and not a
diffracted mode, we have simulated an identical grating structure but without the
intermediate dielectric layer. This simple metal grating structure shows no resonant
coupling effect (Figure 2.5(c)).
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Figure 2.5 (a) Simulation setup for investigating trans-coupling between fishnet and fiber
guided modes. The fiber is modeled with permittivity ε = 2.1786. (b) Simulated transcoupling output shows a peak near the resonant wavelength of fishnet metamaterial
(marked with a box as a guide). The transmission (red dashed line) and reflection (blue
dotted line) characteristics of the metamaterial in free-space are also depicted. (c) Transcoupled output when the metamaterial is replaced with an identical metal grating
structure. In this case no resonant peak is observed suggesting that the diffracted modes
are not coupled to the fiber.
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Light guided by a fiber interacts with fishnet only in the form of evanescent
modes. To experimentally investigate this near-field interaction, we have carried out
NSOM measurements under total internal reflection configuration. Figure 2.6(a)
illustrates the experimental setup; incident light is totally reflected at the interface of
glass and fishnet metamaterial. Only evanescent modes interacting with the fishnet are
collected by NSOM probe. The probe is scanned across the sample with an average
height of 50nm above the surface. Figure 2.6(b), (c) shows fishnet topography and optical
image acquired at 1550nm illumination wavelength, respectively. Corresponding nearfield simulated intensity 50nm above the surface of fishnet is shown in Figure 2.6(d). It is
indeed observed that the evanescent light is coupled to the resonant mode of the
metamaterial, as the optical image shows similar field distribution as the simulated nearfield distribution at the resonant wavelength. Both plots show large photon counts in the
hole regions of the metamaterial. These high intensity regions are connected along the
direction of thick metal strips which are resonant at 1550nm.

NSOM probe
connected to
InGaAs detector

Fishnet

Illumination
λ = 1550nm
Dove prism
(a)

1μm
(b)
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1μm
(c)

(d)
Figure 2.6 (a) Schematic illustration of NSOM measurements performed on fishnet
metamaterial in total internal reflection configuration. (b) Topographic image (bright
regions represent holes, dark areas are metal strips) (c) NSOM optical image (d)
Simulated near-field at the resonant wavelength (metal strips are marked by black lines
for clarity).

2.3.1

Numerical simulations based on effective medium model
It is to be noted here that the full-scale electromagnetic simulation methodology

as described above is computationally very intense, especially for integrated modulator
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geometry. To reduce this computational load and investigate the performance of
integrated fiber modulator, we utilize homogenization approximation for the
metamaterial. In this approximation, the metamaterial is considered as a fictitious
homogeneous film with macroscopic optical parameters ε and µ. These quantities are
retrieved such that they have the identical complex transmittance and reflectance
properties to that of the actual nanostructured metamaterial.34 This approximation allows
a reduction in the dimensionality of the design problem while carrying the essential
physics with reasonable accuracy. With this approximation, the integrated fibermodulator geometry can be greatly simplified to a stratified configuration (Figure 2.7).
For the purpose of this study, we have utilized the effective medium properties of fishnet
metamaterial (εeff, µeff, neff) as derived by Wu et al.35 The parameters used in computation
are shown in Figure 2.8. The fiber core (germania doped silica in D-shaped fiber) is
modeled as a semi-infinite planar material with ε = 2.1786, µ = 1. In fabricated sample,
there is usually a thin cladding layer separating the fiber core and fishnet metamaterial
which has been neglected for the sake of simplicity. We utilize the transfer-matrix
method based on the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients to obtain the ω(k)
dispersion plot.

Figure 2.7 Schematic illustration of fishnet modulator geometry used in dispersion study.
Ui denotes the incident field, and Rs represents the reflection coefficient for S-polarized
light. Initial experiments were performed with fishnet fabricated on glass (n = 1.532) and
brought into contact with fiber.
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Figure 2.8 Effective medium parameters for fishnet metamaterial (a) Permittivity ε, (b)
Permeability µ and (c) Refractive index n, obtained from Ref. 35.
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Figure 2.9(a) shows the dispersion diagram for S-polarized light (TE mode). The
color scale represents the reflected intensity (in dB). Based on critical angle of guidance
for D-fiber (θc = 77.50) and its core diameter (2µm, along the shorter axis), we estimate
that guided modes suffer one reflection bounce per 18µm of fishnet interaction length.
Hence, the single bounce dispersion diagram directly corresponds to the fiber output
when the modulator interaction length is <18µm. This dispersion plot tells some key
features of this integrated modulator. With small angle of incidences, the resonance of the
metamaterial is very sharp and strong. However under steep angles of incidences, as is
the case with fiber guidance, the resonance is relatively broad and weak. It should be
noted that only the modes with kx>1.441k0 are guided by the fiber core due to total
internal reflection from cladding. Figure 2.9(b) shows the reflected intensity for such a
guided mode (kx= 1.46k0). This plot clearly shows that the coupling of the fiber guided
mode to the resonant mode of the metamaterial is ~3.5dB.

kX/k0
(a)
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Figure 2.9 (a) Dispersion plot for reflected intensity (output). (b) Output for a particular
guided mode shown by white dashed line in (a) (kx= 1.46k0)
Optical modulation of the effective properties of the fishnet metamaterial can be
accomplished with Ag-Si-Ag heterostructure by photoexcitation of carriers in Si layer.
The resonant nature of the structure allows modulation of the effective refractive index
by as much as 40% with small changes in Si refractive index (~1.7%) as indicated by
free-space simulations shown earlier. Based on these results we investigate the
modulation of output intensity through the fiber when the effective index of fishnet is
changed due to carrier excitation in Si layer. Figure 2.10(a) shows one such case of
modulation of effective properties of fishnet that can be achieved with pumping the Si
intermediate layer with visible light. Figure 2.10(b) shows the modulation of output
intensity for the guided mode (kx= 1.46k0) with pumping. Modulation depth of 1.8dB
(per reflection bounce) is observed at the resonant wavelength.
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Figure 2.10 (a) An example case of modulation of effective refractive index of fishnet
metamaterial. (b) Modulated output from the fiber when the effective index of fishnet is
changed with pumping.

2.4

Towards improving modulator performance
In the previous sections, we have demonstrated the operation of integrated fiber

modulator based on fishnet metamaterial. While on one hand the design offers extremely
small footprint, it has certain drawbacks. First, the fiber guided mode couples weakly to
the resonance mode of the metamaterial compared to free-space coupling and second,
relatively moderate modulation depths. Under fiber-guidance light is incident on the
metamaterial at steep angles, and this reduces the resonance strength as some diffracted
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modes start to propagate through the metamaterial. This is evident from dispersion plot in
Figure 2.9(a) which shows the reduction in resonance strength as the angle of incidence
increases ( θ = sin −1 (k x / nk0 ) , where θ is the angle of incidence and n is the refractive

index of fiber core). Resonance strength is also low because of losses in the metamaterial
which is also responsible for broadening of resonance. Modulation depth is rather limited
because of the fact that the switching layer is buried underneath a metal film which
requires relatively higher pump intensities to bring the modulation effect. In following
sections, we address these issues and demonstrate that a “flipped fishnet” design is better
suited as an integrated fiber modulator.

2.4.1 Losses, integration of gain material and flipped fishnet for enhanced modulation
One of the most fundamental challenges with the prevalent designs of
metamaterials is the presence of losses. These losses originate from intrinsic absorption
of constituent materials, specifically metals which are highly lossy at optical frequencies.
Resonant nature of the metamaterial and topological effects such as surface roughness
also contributes to the losses. These losses severely hinder the performance of
metamaterials and restrict their range of practical applications. One of the approaches to
compensate loss is inclusion of an optically pumped gain media.36 Gain media can be
incorporated in close proximity of the metamaterial or can be an integral layer of the
metamaterial itself. The former approach was investigated theoretically and
experimentally where an In0.786Ga0.214As0.465P0.535/In0.53Ga0.47As quantum well structure
was used as a substrate providing gain (gain coefficient, g = 3000cm-1) to the fishnet
metamaterial fabricated on top.37 It was observed that even at a nominal gap of 20nm (in
the form of a spacer layer) between the gain media and fishnet metamaterial, the gain had
a very little effect (<2%) on the properties of the metamaterial. This is because
electromagnetic field is concentrated mainly inside the dielectric layer of the fishnet
structure (in between the metal wires, see Figure 2.2(c)) and it penetrates weakly into the
quantum well structure, leading to poor coupling between the metamaterial and
underneath gain media. An alternative to this approach is to replace the passive dielectric
layer in fishnet metamaterial with active gain media. This can be accomplished by using
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dye molecules/quantum dots in a polymer matrix as the dielectric layer. To investigate
this approach numerically, we model the gain material as a Lorentz media with negative
damping. The following parameters are used: gain wavelength 1550nm, gain linewidth of
100nm, base permittivity of 1.9 and Lorentz permittivity = -0.01, which corresponds to
gain coefficient g = 1139cm-1 at 1550nm). Dimensions of fishnet metamaterial with this
dielectric layer are tuned such that the resonance coincides with gain wavelength. The
results of incorporating gain material are presented in Figure 2.11. While the
enhancement (~3.6dB) in resonance is clearly observed, achieving the required amount of
gain requires strong pump fluence. This is because of the fact that the active layer is
buried underneath a metal film with thickness larger than the skin depth at pump
wavelength. At pump wavelength of λ = 480nm (suitable for optical gain with infrared
quantum dots), the absorption coefficient of Ag is 3.6x105 cm-1. A 30nm thick Ag film
reduces the incident pump intensity to I = I 0 e −2α z = 0.12 I 0 . Hence, the metal film greatly
reduces the pump intensity to just 12% before it can interact with the gain media.
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Figure 2.11 Effect of incorporating gain material in between the metal strips of fishnet

structure. Fishnet resonance is enhanced when the gain is tuned to its resonance
frequency. Dimensions of fishnet are tm = 42nm, td = 20nm, dx = 100nm, dy = 316nm, a
= b= 600nm.
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A yet another approach to reduce losses in fishnet metamaterial is to cascade
multiple fishnet layers in the direction of wave propagation, as was proposed recently.38
While it may seem counterintuitive, but increasing the number of lossy metal layers
indeed leads to reduction in overall loss and increased figure of merit of the metamaterial.
This is due to destructive interference of antisymmetric conduction currents in the metal
films which effectively cancels out current flow in intermediate layers and reduces the
ohmic losses (Figure 2.12(a)). This was demonstrated experimentally where a threedimensional configuration of the fishnet metamaterial with 21 layers showed one of the
highest figure of merit to date.31

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.12 (a) A bulk 3D configuration of fishnet metamaterial supports antisymmetric

currents in adjacent metal strips leading to reduced losses. (b) Schematic illustration of a
flipped fishnet modulator design in waveguide configuration. The oblique angle of
incidence of guided modes supports antisymmetric currents. Moreover, the active layer
(shown in light blue color) is directly exposed to pump signal, thereby allowing the
modulation of guided modes more effectively.
To this end, we again note that the direction of incident wave in integrated fiber
modulator is oblique. Hence, to reduce losses in the metamaterial at oblique incidences,
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we have investigated a novel approach. In this approach, the individual magnetic
resonator unit of fishnet is flipped (Figure 2.12(b)). As the wave propagates through the
fiber, the individual flipped units experience different phase, which allows the metal
films to have antisymmetric currents and hence low loss. This design also offers an
enhanced modulation effect as the switching media is directly exposed to pump radiation,
thereby improving the overall efficiency of integrated modulator.

2.4.2 Oblique angle simulations of flipped fishnet
To quantitatively understand the behavior of flipped fishnet when integrated onto
a fiber, we have performed numerical simulations at oblique incidences. While methods
of simulating metamaterials at normal incidence using finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) are well established,33 broadband off-normal incidence simulations pose a
unique problem to FDTD approach. In broadband simulations, the source injects a field
with a constant in-plane wavevector for all frequencies. This implies that the actual
injection angle varies as a function of frequency. Multiple simulations are required to
gather simulation data at various frequencies for a fixed angle of incidence.39, 40 We have
investigated the flipped metal-dielectric-metal resonator design at oblique angles of
incidence. A parametric sweep for various angles of incidence is done within the
wavelength range of interest. Bloch boundary conditions are used along the periodic
direction of the metamaterial. For simplicity, we have considered a two-dimensional case
where the electric rods such as in fishnet design are eliminated. The data obtained from
these simulations is irregularly spaced and has been interpolated to a rectangular grid of
angle of incidence and wavelength for ease of plotting.
Figure 2.13(a) shows the dispersion plot of transmission response of flipped
resonators against frequency and angle of incidence. It is observed that the resonance
becomes narrower with increased angle of incidence (Figure 2.13(b)). This is attributed to
reduced losses as increasing oblique incidences start to support antiphase currents in
adjacent units of flipped resonators. To further quantify this effect, we have estimated the
losses through the flipped fishnet as a function of angle of incidence. This is achieved by
calculating imaginary part of refractive index Im(n) =

λ
1 − R 31
ln(
) , where W is the
T
4π W
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width of flipped resonator unit, R and T denote single-bounce reflection and transmission
respectively. It is indeed observed that the imaginary part of index reduces with
increasing angle (Figure 2.13(c)). To illustrate the operation of flipped fishnet as an
integrated fiber modulator, we have plotted the field intensity and phase at probe
wavelength of 1550nm (Figure 2.14(a), (b)). Light is incident from the fiber side at an
angle of 700. Vector plot of the electric field depicting the phase is shown in Figure
2.14(b). It is observed that the phase (along the solid black lines) in the two metal regions
differs by ~1640. This suggests that the conduction currents in the two metal strips are
almost antiparallel.
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Figure 2.13 (a) Dispersion plot for flipped fishnet design computed with FDTD

simulations. Dimensions used for the simulation are W = 260nm, p = 120nm, tm = 30nm,
td = 30nm (key in Figure 2.12(b)). The dielectric is assumed to be MgF2 with ε = 1.9. (b)
Transmission plot for flipped fishnet at a few selected angles of incidence. (c) Estimated
imaginary part of refractive index as a function of angle of incidence for one bounce
reflection of fiber-guided mode (λ = 1550nm) with flipped fishnet metamaterial.
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Figure 2.14 (a) Field distribution (log scale) at probe wavelength (λ = 1550nm). Light is

incident from the bottom (fiber core, n = 1.47) at an angle of 700. The metal-dielectricmetal sandwich structure is marked by black dashed lines for clarity. (b) Vector plot of
the electric field, showing counter-propagating current direction in the two metal layers.
Phase difference in metal regions along the two vertical black lines is 1640. (c) Field
distribution (log scale) at pump wavelength (λ = 480nm), light is incident from the top.
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To investigate the switching ratio of this integrated modulator in presence of a
gain medium, we have plotted the field distribution at the pump wavelength (480nm) in
Figure 2.14(c). Pump radiation is incident from the top which efficiently excites the gain
layer sandwiched in between the two metal strips. The field distribution suggests that the
pump field penetrates weakly into the fiber-core; however, the probe field interacts
strongly with the gain layer (Figure 2.14(a)). Upon absorption of pump radiation, the gain
layer provides optical amplification to the probe field. We observe that with moderate
gain coefficients (g = 1139cm-1), the reflected intensity for guided mode (λ = 1550nm) is
modulated by 2.05dB (37%) when pump radiation is turned on. This is significantly
better compared to the case, where gain is incorporated into substrate.37 With less than
half the amount of gain required the modulation is improved by more than 35%.
Moreover, the required amount of gain in flipped fishnet can be achieved with less than
12% of pump power compared to reported fishnet structure, where the metal film is
exposed to pump radiation.

2.5

Summary

To summarize, in this study we have investigated fishnet metamaterial as an
optical modulator for on-fiber communication and information processing applications.
This design offers small footprint (~10λ) and integration on fiber eliminates the need for
bulk optical components. Numerical studies indicate an on/off ratio of 1.8dB for the
integrated modulator. To reduce the losses associated with fishnet metamaterial and
improve coupling to fiber guided modes, we have investigated a flipped fishnet design
which has metal-dielectric-metal sandwich in a direction perpendicular to conventional
fishnet. This design offers several advantages: Reduction in ohmic losses, as the
antisymmetric currents in adjacent metal strips lead to destructive interference at oblique
incidences; secondly, enhanced modulation effect, as the switching layer is directly
exposed to pump radiation. With less than 12% of incident pump power compared to
conventional fishnet, flipped fishnet shows a modulation depth of 2.05dB of fiber guided
modes. This small footprint, high efficiency metamaterial opens exciting avenues for
telecommunication applications.
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3

IMAGING OF PLASMONIC MODES OF NANOSTRUCTURES USING
HIGH-RESOLUTION CATHODOLUMINESCENE SPECTROSCOPY

3.1

Introduction

A multitude of optical phenomena at the nanoscale are made possible by resonant
surface plasmons in artificially structured metal systems. These optical phenomena often
give rise to properties that are difficult to obtain in natural materials. An entire new
generation of artificial materials in the emerging field of plasmonics is designed to
harness these properties through nanoscale engineering. These materials find tremendous
applications in chemical and biological sensing.41, 42 By simple surface patterning a thin
metal film, it is possible to engineer its surface modes over a wide range of frequency.23
Highly localized optical modes associated with patterned surfaces with nanoscale features
(<~200nm) and the sensitivity of these modes to local refractive index finds tremendous
potential in realizing compatible and efficient sensors. These optical modes known as
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) modes are responsible for producing strong
scattering and extinction spectra in metal nanoparticles such as silver and gold.
Exploiting local electromagnetic field enhancement associated with these plasmonic
structures has led to several interesting applications such as enhanced fluorescence,43
enhanced photo-carrier generation44 and other nonlinear effects such as second
harmonic45 and high-harmonic generation46. Often the field is confined spatially on
length scales on the order of 10-50nm and varies strongly with particle shape, size and
material composition.47 Unfortunately, diffraction-limited optical imaging techniques do
not have enough spatial resolution to image these plasmon modes or precisely locate the
“hot-spots” responsible for producing enormous enhancement such as in Raman imaging.
Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) has been used to investigate these
plasmon modes,48 however, the resolution is limited by the tip size (~50-100nm). On the
other hand, electron beam based characterization techniques such as
cathodoluminescence (CL) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) are able to
excite and image plasmon modes with very high spatial resolution. EELS for example has
been demonstrated to resolve plasmon modes on length scale below 18nm.49 EELS
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technique, however, has to be performed in a transmission electron microscope (TEM),
where it detects the inelastically scattered electrons and the loss suffered by electron
beam in exciting surface plasmons. Although the technique has been described as one
with the best spatial and energy resolution,49 it requires samples to be electron transparent
(typically <100nm). Specialized sample preparation procedure (used for TEM) and
instrumentation makes it an expensive alternative and infeasible for samples on thick
substrate. On the other hand, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) based CL technique
does not suffer from this limitation. CL (in both SEM and TEM mode) has been utilized
to image plasmon modes of particles and antennas of various shapes.50-53
CL has been used in materials science as an advanced technique for examination
of intrinsic structures of semiconductors such as quantum wells54, 55 or quantum dots56, 57.
Typically, a tightly focused beam of electrons impinges on a sample and induces it to
emit light from a localized area down to 10-20 nanometers in size. By scanning the
electron beam in an X-Y pattern and measuring the wavelength and intensity of light
emitted with the focused electron beam at each point, a high resolution map of the optical
activity of the specimen can be obtained. In traditional cathodoluminescence of
semiconductors, impingement of a high energy electron beam will result in the excitation
of valence electrons into the conduction band, leaving behind a hole. The detected photon
emission is actually a result of electron-hole recombination process. In the case of
metallic nanostructures however, the photons are produced as a result of excited
plasmons, i.e. collective motion of the conduction electrons induced by the fast moving
electrons, and these induced charges can act back on the electron beam, causing it to lose
energy as detected in EELS. In CL spectroscopy, we are able to detect radiation due to
the oscillating plasmon on metallic structures, allowing quantitative study of the local
field (Figure 3.1). Mechanism of this radiation has recently been presented52, 58. While,
photon emission from semiconductor materials on interaction with electron beam is well
understood, CL from plasmonic nanostructures is a relatively new field and deserves
more attention.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of CL spectroscopy and imaging technique performed

in scanning electron microscope. Inset: Passing electron beam induces
current/electromagnetic oscillations in a metallic particle. These oscillations known as
surface plasmon modes are responsible for radiation detected in CL.
In this study, we investigate the plasmon modes of silver (Ag) triangular
nanoparticles using CL imaging and spectroscopy. The triangular particle geometry is of
special interest to chemists and a hexagonal array of these particles has been extensively
studied as a surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) substrate.59, 60 It has been
shown that Raman signal of molecules adsorbed on these particles can be enhanced by a
factor of 108.59 While it is understood that the excitation of plasmons in these metallic
nanoparticles is responsible for the field enhancement effect, it is a challenge to identify
the local fields associated with these plasmons. Several theoretical studies have identified
the plasmon eigenmodes of triangular nanoparticles,61-63 only a few experimental studies
have demonstrated a resolution capability of mapping the spatial field variation
associated with these plasmon modes.49, 64, 65 In this work, we report direct excitation and
emission of decoupled surface plasmon modes with CL spectroscopy (in SEM chamber)
on triangular nanoparticles. In spectroscopic mode with monochromatic photon maps, we
are able to distinguish the dramatic spatial variation of resonant plasmon mode on length
scales smaller than 25nm. Numerical simulations were performed to identify the plasmon
eigenmodes of triangular particles using a commercial finite-difference time-domain
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(FDTD) simulator.40 Both electron beam excitation and a more conventional plane wave
scattering type calculations are performed to stress the differences between light
excitation and electron excitation. Electron excitation calculations are performed by
modeling the moving electron charge as a series of closely spaced dipoles with temporal
phase delay governed by the velocity of electron. We also incorporate substrate effect
into our calculations. We illustrate that while normally incident light can excite in-plane
eigenmodes, electron beam is capable of exciting out of plane dipole mode of the
particles.

3.2

Results and discussion

Conventionally, nanoparticles are characterized by their extinction spectra. The
peaks observed in absorption or scattering spectra of particles under light excitation
reveal resonant wavelengths of certain plasmon eigenmodes of the particle. While light
excitation can couple to low frequency plasmon eigenmodes, it is hard to excite highfrequency plasmon states due to large momentum mismatch.66 Electron excitation on the
other hand can couple to high-frequency plasmon modes and recently it has been
described to directly reveal the local density of plasmon states.67 While optical techniques
are limited in their resolution capability to image the plasmon eigenmodes, electron
excitation on the other hand is potentially capable of resolving details below 10s of
nanometers. Resolving surface plasmon modes and understanding the underlying physics
is crucial to design better plasmonic devices tailored to specific applications.
For the purpose of this study we fabricated 40nm thick Ag equilateral triangular
nanoparticles with ~200nm edge length arranged in a hexagonal lattice (as in SERS
studies60). These particles are fabricated on silicon substrate and the shortest distance
between two adjacent particles is >100nm. Silicon is chosen as the substrate material, to
suppress background cathodoluminescence in the wavelength range of interest (near-UV
and visible). For the purpose of numerical simulations we model and analyze single
nanoparticle. This is because experimentally the interaction distance between electron
beam and the particle is limited to few 10’s of nms and hence, the excitation of plasmon
modes is insensitive to particle coupling over ~100nm spacing. This is especially true for
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particles on a non-plasmonic substrate such as silicon. We have performed spectrally
resolved CL imaging experiments on these triangular nanoparticles on Si substrate.
Emission spectrum of the particle induced by the electron beam passing through nearby
the tip of the particle reveals a resonance peak at 405nm and a secondary peak at 376nm
(Figure 3.2, blue solid line). This is in excellent agreement with simulations which
indicate a resonance peak at 430nm and secondary peak at 385nm under tip excitation
(Figure 3.2, red dashed line). It is to be noted that in this simulation, Si substrate has been
approximated as non-dispersive loss-less material with an average refractive index of 4.8
(see methods).

1.2

Nanoparticle tip excitation
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Figure 3.2 Luminescence spectrum collected from triangular nanoparticle under tip

excitation (solid blue). The spectrum was corrected for grating response function.
Corresponding simulated radiation spectrum (dashed red). Inset: SEM image of the
particle with blue dot showing the position of the electron beam. The scale bar is 50nm.
Our experimental setup consists of a paraboloidal mirror, which is placed between
the sample stage and the electron beam in a SEM chamber. The electron beam passes
through an aperture in the mirror to the sample surface. The sample is at the focus of the
mirror which lies 1mm below it. Light emitted by the sample is collected by the mirror
and is directed to the detectors through a light guide. Spectrally resolved measurements
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are performed using a monochromator (Czerny-Turner type). Light passing through a
monochromator allows taking a spectrum, as well as images at a selected wavelength. In
panchromatic mode of imaging, light skips the monochromator and all of the light is
carried to the detection optics. The measurements are performed using a 15kV electron
beam and a photo multiplier tube (PMT) detector with sensitivity encompassing nearultraviolet (UV) and visible wavelengths (250-850nm).
Figure 3.3(a) is the secondary electron image (SEI) of triangular nanoparticle
which gives the topographic information about the specimen. Figure 3.3(b) is a
panchromatic CL image (PanCL). In panchromatic mode all of the emitted light is
collected by the detector and hence the intensity at each pixel represents the integrated
photon counts in the sensitivity range of the detector. PanCL image clearly depicts
plasmon induced luminescence in Ag nanoparticle. This luminescence arises due to
induced electromagnetic field on the nanoparticle caused by the external field of
incoming electrons. The way this image is acquired is similar to SEM mapping i.e. by
raster scanning the electron beam and collecting emitted photons rather than secondary
electrons as done in scanning electron imaging. The collected light when passed through
a grating monochromator allows resolving spectral features as shown in Figure 3.2. As an
experimental reference, we have also recorded the emission from flat silver film which
reveals a sharp bulk plasmon peak at 325nm and surface plasmon peak at 340nm (Figure
3.3(c), blue solid line). The location of these resonant peaks on flat silver matches with
the material permittivity data68 within ±5nm. The nature of these peaks (bulk vs surface)
was further confirmed by a separate CL experiment, where we coated the flat silver film
with ~5.5nm thick alumina (Al2O3) coating using Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). In
this case, we observe a sharp peak at 325nm and a relatively broad peak at 357nm (Figure
3.3(c), red dashed line). This confirms that the peak at 325nm corresponds to bulk
plasmon of silver; whereas the second peak at 340nm (357nm) corresponds to surface
plasmons at silver-air (silver-alumina) interface.
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Figure 3.3 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of triangular nanoparticle. (b) Panchromatic

CL image of the same. (c) Luminescence spectrum collected from a flat silver film.
Apart from emission spectra, monochromatic photon emission maps are acquired.
These monochromatic CL images were obtained by setting the grating monochromator to
a specific wavelength and scanning the electron beam over the nanoparticle. These
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emission maps acquired by raster scanning the electron beam reveal the standing-wave
patterns of surface plasmons.49, 50 These standing-wave patterns are observed only under
resonance conditions, i.e. when the field produced by the electron beam couples strongly
to eigenmodes of the particle. Monochromatic CL image obtained at 400nm wavelength
(with bandwidth 5.4nm and 5ms dwell time at each pixel) shows strong luminescent
intensity when the electron beam scans over the tip region of the particle (Figure 3.4(a)).
An image obtained at a wavelength of 355nm (Figure 3.4(b)) depicts no discernible
features in spatial variation of emission suggesting non-resonant excitation.
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Figure 3.4 (a) Monochromatic photon emission map acquired at 400nm wavelength and
(b) 355nm wavelength. (c) Simulated electric field intensity with tip excitation at 400nm

wavelength for triangular nanoparticle on substrate (n = 4.8). (d) Intensity at 355nm
wavelength. The color scale is in arbitrary units in log scale for (c) and (d). (e) Simulated
vector plot of electric field at 400nm wavelength showing out of plane dipole mode
excitation near the tip regions of the particle. The location of the plane is indicated by
white dotted line in (c). Electron beam travels in z direction and the particle boundary is
shown by black lines. (f) Vector plot at off-resonance wavelength of 355nm.

3.2.1 Numerical simulations
While CL experiments are limited to mapping the emitted light intensity by
scanning the electron beam, numerical simulations allow us to map the field with fixed
electron beam position. It is observed that under resonance conditions the induced
electromagnetic field from the electron beam extends across the entire nanoparticle. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.4(c) where the electron beam is located near the topmost tip of
the particle and the intensity is plotted at 400nm wavelength. Notice the strong intensity
near the tips of the particle, in contrast away from resonance (λ = 355nm), the induced
field is weak and localized near the probe position (Figure 3.4(d)). Hence, the
monochromatic emission maps acquired by scanning the electron beam under resonance
condition illustrate strong luminescence near the tip regions of the particle and no spatial
variation (above the noise level) away from resonance.
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It should be noted that the emission pattern obtained at 400nm wavelength is very
similar to the in-plane tip eigenmode of the triangular particle illustrated in earlier
theoretical61, 62 and experimental49, 64, 65 studies. However, given the dimensions of the
particle, the in-plane tip eigenmode occurs at much longer wavelengths. Our simulations
indicate that the resonance at 400nm wavelength corresponds to out of plane dipole mode
excitation by the electron beam. This is in strong contrast to light excitation, where a
normally incident plane-wave excites electromagnetic field that correspond to in-plane
charge oscillations. An electron beam on the other hand can excite out of plane charge
oscillations. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4(e) which plots the simulated vector
distribution of electric field in a plane parallel to the direction of electron beam. Under
non-resonance condition (λ = 355nm), the induced field does not show charge
oscillations (Figure 3.4(f)).
Light excitation:
To further illustrate the differences between light excitation and electron
excitation, we have calculated the scattering properties of triangular nanoparticle under
plane-wave illumination. When light is resonantly coupled to the plasmon modes of a
nanoparticle, it leads to strong scattering and absorption of the incident field. Thus, the
resonance modes can be identified based on extinction spectrum of the particle. Figure
3.5(a) presents the extinction spectra of isolated equilateral triangular nanoparticles
(200nm edge length, 40nm thickness) suspended in air. We observe a dipolar plasmon
peak at 677 nm and quadrupole peak at 400nm (solid black curve). The polarity of these
peaks is identified based on vectorial description of the polarization response of the
particle. These resonant peaks represent the well known in-plane “tip” (dipole) and
“edge” (quadrupole) eigenmodes of the triangular particle (plane here refers to the plane
of the particle).49, 61, 69 It is to be noted that this result is for idealistic nanoparticle
geometry with sharp tips. Deviation from this geometry such as rounding of tips is known
to cause blue-shift of plasmon resonance peaks.61 This happens because of effective
reduction in volume of the particle that leads to reduction in its polarizability. Figure
3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b) illustrate this effect. With a tip radius (r) of 20nm on all corners
a blue-shift of 68nm is observed in dipolar resonance. It is observed that the shift in
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quadrupole mode is not significant. Rounding of tips also reduces the maximum field
enhancement factor which usually is localized to the corners of the tips. Hence, the peak
extinction efficiency also reduces with increasing radius of curvature of tips. It is worth
mentioning here that for a particle with 3-fold rotational symmetry, the extinction crosssection under plane wave excitation with two orthogonal polarizations (parallel and
perpendicular to the edge of the triangle) are identical at normal incidence. However, the
charge oscillations are oriented along the direction of incident polarization.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Extinction spectra of triangular nanoparticle and effect of rounding of tips.

Inset: Illumination and polarization direction of plane wave. (b) Shift of dipolar
resonance and reduction in extinction efficiency with rounding of tips. (c), (d) Effect of
substrate in plasmon resonances of the particle.
Next, we consider the effect of substrate. Scattered field characteristics of a
particle vary significantly on interaction with a non-homogeneous dielectric environment
such as in the presence of a substrate. Figure 3.5(c) illustrates this effect where the
scattering cross-section of triangular particles situated on top of a substrate is plotted. In
accordance with experimental setups suitable for light scattering measurements by
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particles on a substrate, we incorporate light incidence from the top (air side) and only the
scattered power in top half plane is considered in the calculations. It is observed that the
dipolar resonance of the particle on a substrate is red-shifted with respect to its free-space
resonance (Figure 3.5(d)). Qualitatively, the red-shift of the resonance can be explained
by the increase in the effective permittivity of the surroundings. Particles appear larger
with respect to the effective illumination wavelength in high-index surroundings which
causes an increased retardation effect. Thus, for a non-dispersive substrate the amount of
red-shift can be roughly approximated by taking the average refractive index of the
surroundings. It is worth mentioning that the shift in higher order resonances such as
quadrupole is not as significant as dipolar mode. Hence, for a high-index substrate such
as silicon only in-plane quadrupolar resonance is observed (with light excitation) in
visible range for the particle size under consideration.
Electron excitation:
As mentioned before scattering or extinction spectrum of a particle under plane
wave excitation can be significantly different than its CL or EELS spectrum. While a
plane wave represents a volumetric excitation source; on the other hand a highly focused
electron beam represents a localized probe which gives information about local density of
plasmon states.67 Furthermore, the two electron characterization techniques also probe
different properties of the particle; while EELS measures the total energy loss suffered by
the electron in inducing electromagnetic fields on the particle, CL measures only part of
the induced field which is radiated out. The two spectra EELS and CL would coincide if
there were no losses in the system and the entire induced field is radiated. To numerically
investigate the radiative modes that can be excited by a fast moving electron in CL setup,
the electron beam can be modeled as a line current density source. The current density
due to a moving electron can be written as: J (r ,t ) = −evzδ ( z − vt )δ ( x − x0 )δ ( y − y0 ) ,
where e represents electronic charge, v stands for velocity of electron, x0 and y0 represent
the position of the electron beam and z is the direction of electron travel. In FDTD
simulation approach, this current density due to a moving charge can be modeled as a
series of dipoles with temporal phase delay that is governed by electron velocity (see
methods). The radiative energy component of the induced electromagnetic field is
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calculated by integrating the Poynting vector normal to an arbitrary large surface in the
upper half-plane. Figure 3.6(a) presents the radiation spectra of triangular nanoparticle in
free-space on excitation with a moving electron charge. Because of the inherent
anisotropy of the particle, we model two distinguished cases 1) when the electron beam is
close to the tip of the particle 2) when it is close to an edge of the particle. It is found that
for both of these two cases main resonance occurring at ~600nm range (613nm for tip
and 622nm for edge excitation) correspond to in-plane dipolar mode of the nanoparticle,
as illustrated in Figure 3.6(b). However, the weaker resonance occurring at ~380nm
corresponds to out of plane dipole mode. Since the thickness of the particle is much
smaller than its edge length, out of plane dipole resonance occurs at much shorter
wavelength compared to in-plane resonance. From the spectra it is evident that tip
excitation is more efficient in exciting in-plane dipolar mode compared to edge
excitation. Moreover, when the electron beam is close to the edge of the particle it also
excites in-plane quadrupole mode at 400nm wavelength, which leads to broadening of the
peak observed in the short wavelength range.
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Figure 3.6 (a) Simulated radiation spectra of triangular nanoparticle in free-space upon

excitation with electron beam. Inset: Position of the electron beam for tip (blue) and edge
(red) excitation cases. (b) Vector plot of electric field for edge excitation case at 622nm
wavelength, 10nm away from particle surface showing the excitation of in-plane dipole
mode. The position of the electron beam is marked by black dot. (c) Effect of substrate on
particle resonance upon excitation with electron beam (tip excitation). The substrate is
assumed to be of constant refractive index n = 2.
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We can extend some key observations from plane wave simulations to understand
the effect of substrate on particle resonance under electron excitation. The in-plane dipole
mode should red-shift because of increase in the index of surroundings. This is indeed
observed from simulations (Figure 3.6(c)). The shift in out of plane dipolar mode is not
as significant. This is expected since the thickness of the particle is small, the out of plane
modes experience lower retardation effects. This suggests that for these triangular
nanoparticles fabricated on high-index substrates such as silicon, electron beam can
predominantly excite out of plane dipole mode and in-plane quadrupole mode in visible
wavelength range. This is indeed observed in our CL experiments and simulations. The
experimentally observed spectrum shows some minor differences compared to
simulations (Figure 3.2). This may be attributed to the approximations we have made in
our simulations. In electron excitation case, we did not include the dispersive properties
of silicon substrate in our simulations. Secondly, in simulations the radiation spectra
consists of photons integrated over the entire top half space. In our experiments, the
collection angle of the mirror is limited to a cone angle of 160 degrees. Under the light of
these differences, the experimental spectrum is in good agreement with simulations.

3.2.2 Resolution
It is evident that CL technique allows high-resolution mapping of plasmon modes.
The quantification of the optical resolution of the technique deserves special attention.
While, it may seem that the resolution of the technique would ultimately be limited only
by electron-beam diameter, as in the case of secondary electron images, however, this
may not be the case. This is because in secondary electron imaging, the incoming
electron beam knocks off low energy secondary electrons (<50eV); the physical nature of
this process allows high-resolution topographic image acquisition (1-5nm). However in
CL imaging, photon emission can occur even when the electron beam is at a distance
away from the particle. Electron beam can induce luminescence in a structure without
physically passing through it, as indicated by our simulations. As a rough estimate, for
15keV electron beam, this interaction length can be as large as 18nm for light emitted at
400nm wavelength.52 To estimate resolution, we fit Gaussians to the emission eigenmode
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at 400nm wavelength. A clear spatial modulation (25% change in normalized intensity)
of the eigenmode above the noise level is detectable on length scale as short as 25nm.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.7, which plots the variation of radiation intensity along the
edge of the particle as marked in Figure 3.4(a).
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Figure 3.7 Variation of cathodoluminescence emission along the edge of the particle

(marked in Figure 3.4(a)) at 400nm wavelength.

3.3

Summary

In this work CL imaging technique was utilized to image plasmon modes of Ag
triangular nanoparticles with high-spatial (~25nm) and spectral resolution (~5.4nm).
Spectroscopic analysis when combined with monochromatic imaging helps us to identify
different channels of emission of plasmon modes. The process of radiative emission of
plasmon modes in CL setup was modeled using FDTD approach. Simulations indicate
that in contrast to light excitation, electron beam not only excites the in-plane eigenmodes
of nanoparticles but is also able to excite out of plane modes. Because of the inherent
anisotropy of the triangular particle, the position of the electron beam also influences the
excitation of eigenmodes. This was presented in the context of “tip” and “edge”
excitation of the particle. These results provide a better understanding of excitation and
imaging of plasmon modes using CL spectroscopy.
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Methods

Fabrication:
For the purpose of this study, Ag nanostructures were fabricated on silicon
substrate. The samples were fabricated using a novel solid-state superionic stamping (S4)
process.2, 70 This process utilizes a pre-patterned stamp made of a superionic conductor
such as silver sulfide which supports a mobile cation (silver). The stamp is brought into
contact with a substrate coated with a thin silver film. On the application of an electrical
bias with the substrate as anode and a metallic electrode at the back of the stamp as
cathode, a solid state electrochemical reaction takes place only at the actual contact at the
interface. This reaction progressively removes a metallic layer of the substrate at the
contact area with the stamp. Assisted by a nominal pressure to maintain electrical contact,
the stamp gradually progresses into the substrate, generating a pattern in the silver film
complementary to the pre-patterned features on the stamp. Silver sulfide stamps were
patterned using focused ion beam technique. A very thin (~2nm) chromium (Cr) layer is
used as the adhesion layer for silver film on silicon. The fabricated structures are coated
conformally with very thin dielectric layer (anatase TiO2, 5 monolayer ~ 2.5Å) using
atomic layer deposition (ALD) to protect the samples from environmental and electron
beam damage. Excellent pattern transfer fidelity of the S4 approach down to sub-50nm
resolution and ambient operating conditions make this process suitable for low-cost,
high-throughput patterning of plasmonic nanostructures, such as presented in this study.
Simulation:
Light excitation: To numerically compute absorption and scattering by triangular
nanoparticles, we utilize the total-field scattered-field (TFSF) formulation with FDTD
approach. In this approach, the computation region is divided into two sections – one
where the total field (incident + scattered) is computed and the second where only
scattered field is computed. The particles are excited by a normal incident plane wave.
Absorption and scattering cross-section are computed by monitoring the net power inflow
in the total-field region near the particle and net power outflow in the scattered field
region, respectively. Extinction cross-section is the sum of absorption and scattering
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cross-section of the particle. Our numerical calculations suggest that for Ag nanoparticles
scattering is approximately an order of magnitude larger than absorption. The material
properties used in the calculation are obtained from generalized multi-coefficient model40
that fits the dispersion data obtained from Palik71. This approach is more accurate for
broadband simulations than fitting a single material model such as Drude or Lorentz.
Electron excitation: The electron beam has been modeled as a series of closely
spaced dipoles each with temporal phase delay according to the velocity of the electron
beam. In the absence of any structure, electron beam moving at a constant velocity does
not generate any radiation. In FDTD, however, we simulate only a finite portion of the
electron path and the sudden appearance and disappearance of the electron will generate
radiation. To solve this problem, we run a second, reference simulation where all the
structures are removed, and we can calculate the electromagnetic fields at any
wavelength by taking the difference in fields between the simulations.40 To get an
accurate difference, we force the simulation mesh to be exactly the same with and
without the structure. Currently, the methodology doesn’t permit electron beam to pass
through a lossy or dispersive substrate material.
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4

SUBDIFFRACTION SUPERLENS IMAGING WITH PLASMONIC
METAMATERIALS

4.1

Introduction

Conventional optical imaging is capable of focusing only the far-field or
propagating component of light. The near-field or evanescent component with
subwavelength information is lost in a medium with a positive refractive index, giving
rise to diffraction-limited images. Near-field scanning optical microscopy and
cathodoluminescence techniques are able to image surface and optical properties with far
better resolution. However, being scanning techniques, the images have to be acquired in
a point-by-point fashion.
In contrast, a thin planar lens made up of a negative-index metamaterial is capable
of parallel subdiffraction imaging, as predicted by Pendry’s theory.24 As highlighted in
Chapter 1, it is not easy to ensure a negative magnetic permeability at optical frequencies.
Fortunately, however, in the electrostatic near-field limit, the electric and magnetic
responses of materials are decoupled. Thus, for transverse magnetic (TM) polarization,
having only negative permittivity suffices to obtain the near-field “superlensing” effect.24
This makes metals with relatively lower losses such as silver (Ag), natural candidates for
superlensing at optical frequencies. Exciting quasistatic surface plasmons of a thin silver
film allows the recovery of evanescent waves,19 thus providing subdiffraction images in
the near field. Resolution as high as 60 nm or one-sixth of the wavelength has been
achieved experimentally.9 The device termed as silver superlens demonstrated parallel
subwavelength imaging capability for arbitrary nano-objects. In this research, we
investigate the ultimate resolution capability of silver superlenses. Our experiments
demonstrate that with careful control of Ag surface morphology the resolution capability
can be further extended to 1/12 of the illumination wavelength, providing unprecedented
image details up to 30nm with 380nm illumination.
While the planar silver superlens can resolve deep subwavelength features, the
imaging is limited to near-field. This is because planar superlens doesn’t alter the
evanescent decaying nature of subwavelength information. In this study, we have
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investigated a far-field superlens operating at near-infrared (IR) wavelengths that allows
resolving subwavelength features in the far-field. By utilizing evanescent enhancement
provided by plasmonic materials such as silver nanorods and Moiré effect, we
numerically demonstrate that subwavelength information of an object can be converted to
far-field or propagating information which in turn, can be captured by conventional
optical components. A simple image restoration algorithm can then be used to reconstruct
the object with subwavelength resolution.
This unique class of optical superlenses with potential molecular scale resolution
capability will enable parallel imaging (illustration Figure 4.1) and nanofabrication in a
single snapshot, a feat that is not yet available with other nanoscale imaging and
fabrication techniques such as atomic force microscopy and electron beam lithography.

Figure 4.1 Realization of high-resolution superlens would open up the possibility of

novel applications, such as imaging of biomolecules in their natural environment.72

4.2

Smooth superlens

Theoretically, silver superlens is capable of λ/20- λ/30 image resolution (where λ
is incident wavelength).25, 26 However, challenges remain to realize such a high resolution
imaging system, such as minimizing the information loss due to evanescent decay,
absorption or scattering. Our calculations (not presented here) have indicated that the
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thickness of spacer layer (separating the object and the lens) and that of silver film are the
two major governing factors that determine subwavelength information loss due to
evanescent decay and material absorption. Particularly, the surface morphology of silver
film plays a significant role in determining the image resolution capability. Below a
critical thickness silver is known to form rough islandized films.27 Rougher films perturb
the surface plasmon modes causing loss of subwavelength details and hence diminished
resolution.73 Producing thin, uniform, and ultra-smooth silver films has been a holy-grail
for plasmonics, molecular electronics and nanophotonics.
Recent research efforts directed toward smoothing thin silver films have resulted
in novel approaches capable of producing ultrathin silver films with atomic-scale
roughness. Logeeswaran et al. demonstrated that simple mechanical pressure can
generate smooth films by flattening bumps, asperities, and rough grains of a freshly
vacuum-deposited metal film.74 The authors demonstrated that mechanical pressing of
100nm films at ~600MPa can reduce the root-mean square (RMS) roughness from 13nm
to 0.1nm. However, the technique suffers from issues common to contact processes such
as creation of surface defects, scratches, and delamination of silver films.
In this work, we explore a new approach to grow ultra-smooth silver films
characterized by much smaller RMS surface roughness. An intermediate ultra-thin
germanium (Ge) layer (~1nm) is introduced before depositing Ag. Utilizing Ag-Ge
surface interactions, smooth superlens down to 15nm Ag thickness has been fabricated. It
is observed that introducing the Ge layer drastically improves Ag surface morphology
and helps minimize the island cluster formation. Roughness measurements of thin silver
films (15nm) deposited with and without Ge layer (1nm) were performed using atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) techniques. AFM measurements
directly reveal the surface topography and it is observed that the RMS roughness of Ag
(over 1x1µm scan area) deposited on quartz substrate improves from 2.7nm down to
0.8nm by introducing Ge (Figure 4.2(a), (b)). In XRR measurements, the decay in overall
reflected intensity and the oscillation amplitude is strongly affected by the roughness of
films. These measurements also suggest drastic improvements in the quality of Ag films
incorporating Ge (Figure 4.2(c)). Intensity reflected from sample 1 (without Ge - blue
dotted curve) drops sharply and does not show oscillating fringes owing to large
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roughness of the Ag film. In contrast, sample 2 (with Ge – black solid curve) shows large
number of fringes and a slow decay in intensity suggesting highly uniform films.
Experimental data fit (red dashed curve) reveals that the roughness of 15nm thick Ag film
in sample 2 is <0.58nm, more than 4 times smoother compared to sample 1. This is
attributed to the fact that surface diffusion of Ag on glass (SiO2) is energetically
favorable compared to diffusion on Ge.75 Hence, Ge acts as a wetting layer for Ag and
helps a layer by layer growth.
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Figure 4.2 Smooth Ag growth on Ge (a) Surface topology from AFM micrographs

(1x1µm scan) 15nm Ag deposited on quartz substrate and (b) 15nm Ag deposited with
1nm Ge on quartz substrate. (c) XRR studies of thin Ag films grown directly on quartz
and with Ge intermediate layer.
The configuration of the smooth silver superlens is illustrated in Figure 4.3. An
array of chrome (Cr) gratings 40nm thick with 30nm half-pitch, which serve as the
object, was patterned using a nanoimprint process (see methods). In Figure 4.4, we
present a step-by-step surface characterization of the prepared smooth silver superlens
with embedded chrome gratings using AFM. In order to prepare a flat superlens on top of
the objects (Figure 4.4(a)), it is necessary to deposit a planarization layer to reduce the
surface modulations. Surface modulations can alter the dispersion characteristics of the
plasmons and it smears out the image details. Also, the planarization layer should be thin
to prevent a significant loss of evanescent components from the object. In our process, a
planarization procedure using nanoimprint technique is developed to reduce the surface
modulations below 1.3 nm (Figure 4.4(b)). This is achieved by flood-exposure of 66nm
thick UV spacer layer over a flat quartz window under pressure, followed by subsequent
reactive ion etching (RIE) to back etch the spacer to 6nm thickness on top of the chrome
gratings. A 35nm thick Cr window layer is photolithographically patterned on top of the
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spacer layer to enhance the contrast with dark-field imaging. Subsequently, 1nm Ge and
15nm Ag layer (superlens) is evaporated over the window layer (Figure 4.4(c)), followed
by coating with a thick layer of optical adhesive (NOA-73) which serves as the
photoresist. The substrate is exposed with a collimated 380nm UV light for 120 seconds
(Nichia UV-LED, 80mW). The optical image recorded on the photoresist is developed
and imaged with AFM (Figure 4.4(d)).

Figure 4.3 Schematic drawing of smooth silver superlens with embedded 30nm chrome

gratings on a quartz window, operating at 380nm wavelength. To prepare the smooth
superlens, a thin germanium layer is seeded.
20nm

10nm

0nm

(a)

(b)
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Figure 4.4 Step by step surface characterization of the prepared smooth silver superlens

sample with embedded gratings using atomic force microscopy. (a) Close-up image
(3X3µm) of the nanoimprinted chrome gratings of 30nm half-pitch prepared on quartz
windows. Inset presents the line section plot at the marked dotted line. (b) Surface profile
of the sample after planarization with 6nm spacer layer onto chrome gratings, showing an
RMS roughness of 1.3nm. (c) Surface profile of the sample after the deposition of Cr
window, Ge and Ag layer. (d) The image of the 30nm half-pitch Cr grating area recorded
on the photoresist layer after exposure and development. (Color scale for all images: 0 to
20nm).
For a qualitative comparison, we theoretically compute the resolving power of a
thin ultra-smooth Ag-Ge superlens. Using transfer matrix approach,76 we compute the
optical transfer function and point spread function (PSF) of the multilayer lens system
comprising of the spacer (6nm), Ge (1nm) and Ag layers for transverse magnetic
polarization at incident wavelength of λ = 380nm.We optimize Ag thickness for
maximum resolution. It is observed that 20nm thick Ag is capable of transferring a broad
range of strongly evanescent modes and can exceed λ/11 half-pitch resolution. Adding
Ge is generally unfavorable at UV wavelengths, as it is absorptive. However with only
1nm thick Ge in Ag-Ge superlens, the evanescent decay is only significant for feature
sizes below λ/12. Computed PSF of such a superlens has full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of 23nm. An object grating constructed with FWHM of 30nm at 60nm pitch
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when convoluted with this PSF gives an image grating with FWHM = 37nm (Figure
4.5(a)). Moreover, the intensity contrast appearing in the image ( r = I max / I min ~ 3 ) is
sufficient to resolve this object with most commercial photoresists (PR) using superlens
photolithography. In contrast, a near-field lens without Ag layer (e.g. spacer 27nm thick)
gives a PSF with FWHM of 45nm. Constructed image of the object grating with this lens
gives a FWHM of 113nm (~λ /3) (Figure 4.5(b)). The resulting image contrast ( r ~ 1.3 )
is not sufficient to resolve the grating using photolithography.77 We experimentally verify
our findings by imaging Cr gratings with 30nm wires at 60nm pitch using Ag-Ge
superlens and near-field control lithography experiments without Ag.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5 Computed image modulation (a) with superlens FWHM = 37nm (b) without

superlens FWHM = 113nm.
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Figure 4.6(a) (top panel) shows the image of the Cr grating area recorded on the
photoresist layer after exposure and development. It is evident from section analysis of
the recorded image (middle panel) that with careful control of surface morphology, the
recorded image has ~6nm height modulations. The Fourier-transformed spectrum shows
clear peaks upto third harmonic of the 60nm pitch Cr gratings successfully recorded on
the resist layer (bottom panel). In a control experiment, when the Ag-Ge layers are
replaced by equally thick spacer layer, we observe that only a portion of grating area is
developed (Figure 4.6(b)). Moreover, the developed wires are much thicker (~47nm) and
the poor contrast suggests loss of resolution as predicted by the PSF calculation. This
confirms that near-field imaging alone without evanescent enhancement is not capable of
resolving high-frequency spatial features (~λ/12) located just 27nm (= λ/14) below the
surface.

4.3

Subdiffraction far-field imaging in infrared

In the previous section, we have demonstrated subdiffraction imaging with a
smooth silver superlens at near-ultraviolet (UV) wavelength. Development of UVsuperlenses is of importance to semiconductor industry in order to develop lithography
techniques capable of patterning smaller and smaller transistors in keeping up with the
Moore’s law. A yet another wavelength range of interest where realization of
subdiffraction imaging can have a profound impact is near to mid-IR. IR imaging
technology such as Fourier transform – infrared (FT-IR) imaging and spectroscopy is one
of the most common tools utilized in medicine and natural sciences for studies of
materials and biological species. Measurements conducted in 1-20µm region of the
electromagnetic spectrum bears special significance, as the absorption of radiation in this
region represents signature vibrational, rotational or bending modes of molecules and
functional groups. While FT-IR spectroscopic technique can resolve these narrowband
features with high spectral resolution, diffraction-limited spatial resolution is often the
bottleneck of this imaging tool. Subdiffraction imaging in the infrared can be achieved
using a planar superlens, which enhances the evanescent components carrying the
subwavelength information. Silicon carbide has been demonstrated as a suitable material
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in mid-IR wavelength range supporting surface plasmon excitation,78 a necessary
precursor to achieve this evanescent field enhancement. However, this planar superlens is
near-sighted, in that although the evanescent components get enhanced but their decaying
nature outside the superlens is unaltered and hence, the detection optics needs to be very
close to the superlens in order to capture the subwavelength information. This is usually
achieved by scanning a near-field probe78 or recording the subwavelength information
onto a photographic material and using atomic force microscopy to read the information,
as demonstrated in earlier section. However, the serial nature of these processes makes
them unsuitable for real time and dynamic imaging applications.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6 Subdiffraction optical imaging (a) with superlens (b) without superlens. Top

panel: AFM of developed photoresist. Middle panel: Section analysis. Bottom panel:
Fourier analysis.
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Recently, several different approaches have been proposed to overcome this
limitation and obtain subwavelength optical imaging in the far-field.79-81 The basic idea is
to convert the evanescent components with subwavelength information into propagating
modes that can be processed by conventional optics. One of the approaches is to utilize
the hyperbolic dispersion properties of a strongly anisotropic medium with opposite signs
of permittivities ( ε || and ε ⊥ ).80, 81 This device termed as hyperlens allows propagation of
high-frequency components which ordinarily have an evanescent decay in an isotropic
medium. To preserve the propagating nature of these high frequency components even
outside the hyperlens, an annular cylindrical geometry is employed. This geometry
carries an image magnification, so that the subwavelength features can be magnified to a
size that can be seen by conventional diffraction-limited optics. This concept of
anisotropic imaging has been experimentally demonstrated to achieve ~λ/3 resolution,
utilizing an effective anisotropic medium with concentric rings of metal-dielectric
lattice.82, 83
A yet another approach is to utilize Moiré effect mediated by excitation of surface
plasmons allowing recovery of subwavelength information in the far-field.84 By carefully
designing a subwavelength grating, it is possible to achieve a “frequency mixing” of
evanescent fields from the object and grating. In this work, we have designed a
metamaterial substrate consisting of periodic array of silver nanorods. We show that
these nanorods have plasmonic resonance in IR regime and the near-field enhancement
associated with this plasmonic resonance fulfills the key requirement for frequency
mixing of evanescent fields from the nanorods and the object. This near-field frequency
mixing leads to formation of Moiré features that are of propagating nature and can be
recorded with a conventional microscope. A simple image reconstruction algorithm can
then be utilized to recover subwavelength spatial details of the object from the acquired
far-field image (Figure 4.7). Our numerical simulations clearly show the formation of
Moiré features in the far-field due to evanescent mixing between the nanorods and a
periodic object grating. Object features corresponding to 2.5µm period are recorded in
far-field with an incident wavelength of 6µm, indicating a far-field imaging resolution
capability of λ/2.4. This imaging scheme can be easily interfaced with current FT-IR
microscopes and would enable real time imaging with ultra high resolution.
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Figure 4.7 Subdiffraction far-field imaging scheme using Moiré effect.

4.3.1 Principle of far-field subwavelength imaging using Moiré effect
The Moiré effect is a well-known optical phenomenon that results in frequencymixing when two periodic/quasiperiodic structures are superposed on each other. The
effect is highly sensitive to relative orientation and displacement of the structures and has
found unique applications in optical metrology.85 Historically, like any optical imaging
technique, the Moiré effect has also been limited to propagating fields.86 This is because
the evanescent fields from the two structures do not couple to form Moiré fringes. To
have evanescent wave mixing, one needs to find a way to enhance the evanescent fields
between the two structures. This can be achieved by excitation of surface plasmons which
provide the essential enhancement of the evanescent fields. For example, if the near-field
Ag superlens is inserted in between the two objects, the coupling of evanescent fields can
be significantly improved. Thus, frequency mixing of evanescent fields can also lead to
formation of Moiré fringes in the far-field.87 The enhancement and frequency mixing of
evanescent fields forms the basis of far-field subwavelength imaging using the Moiré
effect. A device so designed has been termed as far-field superlens.79
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The device consists of a periodically corrugated grating. Waves radiated by an
object will be diffracted by the grating. The wavevectors of the diffracted waves are
given by the grating law k ' = mk i + nk g , where k’, ki, and kg are the diffracted, incident
and grating wavenumbers in the transverse direction, and m, n represent the diffraction
order. Since, we are interested in resolving subwavelength details of the object, we
restrict our discussion to incident wavenumbers that lie in evanescent region. Out of the
diffracted waves, only the ones with | k ' |<= k0 are propagating in free-space, where k0 is

free-space wavenumber. This condition can be satisfied if the period of grating and
incident field from the object are both subwavelength but with a small difference
(e.g. k ' = (k i − k g ) < k0 , where k i , k g > k0 ). This results in formation of Moiré fringes in
the far-field, provided that the evanescent field from the object couples to the grating.
With a proper design of the far-field superlens it is possible to make sure that a unique
correlation exists between the far-field Moiré pattern and the near-field subwavelength
object.87 In this case, a simple image restoration algorithm can then be used on the farfield Moiré pattern to reconstruct the object with subwavelength spatial details.
The far-field imaging approach can easily be understood from frequency domain
point of view. Consider a two-dimensional object to be imaged which occupies a doubleelliptical area in the spatial frequency domain (Figure 4.8(a)). Conventional lenses are
limited to transmitting only the spatial frequencies that lie in the propagation region
(Figure 4.8(b)). The image thus obtained does not carry the high-frequency information
of the object (Figure 4.8(c)). Let’s now imagine a lens specially designed to image only
the high-frequency components from the object. The lens suppresses the propagating
waves from the object, while enhancing the evanescent waves (Figure 4.8(d)). The lens
also consists of a periodic grating which has a slight tilt with respect to the orientation of
the object (Figure 4.8(e)). The evanescent field consisting of subwavelength information
of the object couples to this grating. This object field upon diffraction through the grating
would result in a pattern which is the convolution of the grating function and the object
(Figure 4.8(f)). However, only the features that lie in the propagating region (marked by
dotted circle) would be carried forward to the far-field. Notice that this far-field
transmitted pattern, however, consists of all of the subwavelength information from the
object, although in a shifted arrangement. With the knowledge of the grating periodicity
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of the lens and its orientation, it is possible to reconstruct the image with subwavelength
features of the object in the far-field. This forms the physical foundation of
subwavelength far-field imaging.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 4.8 Frequency domain representation of (a) Object (b) Lens (c) Image formed

with conventional lens. (d) Evanescent components comprising of subwavelength
information of the object. (e) A rotated two dimensional periodic grating, dotted circle
represents the propagation region. Inset: Real space image of grating. (f) Image obtained
through the grating structure, note that the information lying outside the dotted circle is of
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decaying nature, and only the information within the dotted circle is carried forward to
the far-field.

4.3.2 Design of far-field superlens in infrared
As mentioned above, a key requirement to achieve Moiré effect for evanescent
fields is to ensure field enhancement and coupling between the object and the lens.
Surface plasmons provide the essential route to achieve this. However, direct excitation
of surface plasmons on a planar interface between metal and dielectric in the infrared
regime is limited by the choice of appropriate materials. To address this challenge, we
note that the use of discrete plasmonic elements can achieve both goals; first to enhance
near-field coupling with the object and second to transform the near-field components to
far-field in the form of Moiré features. In this study, we have designed a metamaterial
substrate consisting of discrete elements that provide surface plasmon excitation in IR.
The metamaterial substrate consists of two-dimensional array of Ag nanorods. These
nanorods support plasmonic resonance in IR range.88 The fundamental dipolar resonance
of the nanorods (with dimensions 1000 x 200 x 200 nm) on silicon substrate (mid-IR
transparent) is observed at a wavelength of λ = 6.1µm. This matches reasonably well with
the classical description from antenna theory, which predicts the dipolar resonance
at λres = 2nL = 5.04μ m , where n is the effective refractive index of the surroundings and
L is the length of linear antenna. Substrate effect can be taken into account by taking an
average permittivity of the surroundings. Deviation of the resonance wavelength from
antenna theory is attributed to the finite penetration of the electromagnetic field into
nanorods (non-zero skin depth) and periodic arrangement of the rods. Since, the crosssection dimension of the nanorod is much smaller than wavelength but larger than the
skin depth of metal, the resonance and linewidth are found out to be almost independent
of it. The nanorod resonance is strongly polarization dependent and is observed only
when the electric field is aligned parallel to the rod axis. Figure 4.9(a) presents the
normal incidence far-field transmission spectra of periodic array of nanorods (lattice
2x2µm). At resonance, nanorods exhibit strong extinction due to excitation of surface
plasmons.
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Figure 4.9 (a) Transmission spectra of periodic array of Ag nanorods in the IR region.

Resonance is observed only for parallel polarization, i.e. when the electric field is aligned
along the direction of rod axis. (b) Near-field intensity calculated 20nm above the surface
of the rods at the fundamental dipolar resonance λ = 6.1µm.
Calculated near-field intensity (~20nm above the surface of the nanorods) show
local-field enhancement at the fundamental dipolar resonance (Figure 4.9(b)). In a
separate study by Neubrech et al.,89 this near-field enhancement has been shown to
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improve the sensitivity of infrared detection. Utilizing the resonant interaction between
surface plasmons and vibrational modes of a molecule, a detection sensitivity of less than
one attomole of molecules was demonstrated. In context of subdiffraction imaging, we
show that this near-field enhancement in combination with the grating momentum
provided by nanorod array, allows evanescent fields from the object to be diffracted to
the far-field. This is evident from Figure 4.10, which shows the optical transfer function
of nanorod array for evanescent waves calculated at λ = 6µm. The incident evanescent
wave is simulated by a total internal reflection mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 4.10
inset. It is observed that the far-field transmission of such a nanorod array system is
enhanced for wavevectors lying in the region k i = 2k0 to 4k0 . Without the nanorod array,
evanescent waves have far-field transmission intensity given by exp(−2 Im(k z ) z ) ,
where k z = i k i 2 − k0 2 , which is <10-9 for k i > 2k0 . The enhanced transmission due to
nanorods is attributed to surface plasmon excitation, which allows grating coupling of
evanescent modes ( 2k0 ≤ k i ≤ 4k0 ) to far-field propagating waves, in accordance with the
grating law k ' = k i − k g , where for nanorods k g = 3k0 . In the next section, we numerically
demonstrate this coupling effect by computing the far-field spectrum of objects imaged
with the nanorod array.

4.3.3 Computing far-field angular spectrum
To demonstrate far-field imaging numerically, we perform forward computations,
i.e. from near-field profile to far-field angular spectrum. As a simplified example, we
consider imaging of an aluminum object consisting of a 2-dimensional subwavelength
grating. The periodic nature of the object makes the simulation and analysis simpler
while capturing the essential physics of the imaging process. The periodicity of the object
is chosen to be 2.5x2.5µm with linewidth of 1.25µm. The corresponding lattice constant
of metamaterial substrate consisting of array of nanorods is 2x2µm. Near the resonance
wavelength of the nanorods at λ = 6µm, the corresponding wavevectors are
k i = 2.4k0 (object), and k g = 3k0 (nanorods). It can be seen that diffracted waves
corresponding to the evanescent wave mixing of these wavevector components are
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propagating only through first order diffraction k ' = (k i − k g ) = 0.6k0 . Hence, there is no
overlap between diffracted waves and a clear one to one relationship exists between farfield angular spectrum and near-field object profile.
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Figure 4.10 Far-field transmission computed for various incident transverse

wavenumbers at λ = 6µm, for parallel and perpendicular polarization. Inset: Schematic of
the simulation geometry. A total internal reflection mechanism is utilized to simulate
evanescent wave incidence on the nanorod array.
To obtain the far-field angular spectrum, we utilize the fact that in the far-field
only contribution to a point of observation is from a plane wave originating from the
source and propagating along the radial direction to the point of observation. We have
performed numerical simulations to compute the far-field angular spectrum of nanorods
overlapped with a subwavelength object grating. Simulations are performed using a
commercial finite-difference time-domain tool.40 The nanorods on silicon substrate are
physically separated from the subwavelength object grating by a thin (50nm) dielectric
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spacer layer. A plane wave illumination is assumed from the substrate side and near-field
profile is monitored 50nm away from the subwavelength object on the air side. Periodic
boundary conditions are assumed in x-y directions with a period of 10µm, which is
integral multiple of the period of the rods and the object. The near-field data (Ex, Ey, Ez)
recorded in the simulations is decomposed into plane waves using a far-field projection
algorithm which gives the far-field angular spectrum of the field on the surface of a
sphere (radius = 1m). The projected far-field spectrum of the combined near-field (object
+ nanorods) is shown in Figure 4.11(a). The polar plot shows variation of electric field
intensity |E|2 as a function of θ andf, where θ, f are the polar and azimuth angles of the
spherical coordinate system. The far-field intensity |E|2(θ, f) is directly related to the
Fourier components of the field,90 since in the far-field k x = k0 sin θ cos φ ,
k y = k0 sin θ sin φ . Apart from zero frequency (DC) components, we observe hot spots in
the far-field angular spectrum at the locations marked by white dotted circles. Lowest
frequency diffraction spots occur at (θ , φ ) = (36.90 , ±900 ) & (36.90 , ±180), while higher
order diffraction features are observed at (θ , φ ) = (580 , ±450 ) & (580 , ±1350 ) . These
locations correspond to wavevectors (k x , k y ) = (0, ±0.6k0 ), (±0.6k0 , 0) and (0.6k0 , ±0.6k0 ),
(−0.6k0 , ±0.6k0 ) , respectively. In other words, if a lens were to directly convert these
Fourier components of the far-field into a real-space image, we would see a 2dimensional grating with period of 10x10µm for 6µm illumination wavelength. Clearly,
this period corresponds to the period of Moiré fringes which result from the evanescent
wave mixing between the nanorods and the object grating. To further illustrate this
imaging concept, we compute the far-field angular spectrum for a second object which
consists of a 2-dimensional grating with period 3.5x3.5µm. The Moiré interference
6
6
fringes in this case correspond to wavevectors k ' = ( m + n
)k0 , where 6µm is the
2
3.5
incident wavelength and 2µm is the periodicity of nanorods. It is clear that the Moiré
features are propagating with the lowest diffraction order corresponding to
m = ±1 and n = ∓2 . The corresponding Moiré features have k ' = ∓0.429k0 which

gives θ = 25.40 . These features are indeed recovered in the far-field as illustrated in
Figure 4.11(b), (d).
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Figure 4.11 Computed far-field angular spectrum for a combined system of object and

nanorods. In (a) to (c) white solid circles indicate constant θ lines, whereas f varies from
0 to 3600 in counterclockwise direction. White dotted circles are marked to highlight the
diffraction orders appearing due to Moiré effect. (a) Periodic object grating with lattice
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2.5x2.5µm. Inset: Schematic illustration of combined system in real space. (b) Object
grating with lattice 3.5x3.5µm. (c) Control case when the incident polarization is
perpendicular to the nanorods, resulting in no near-field enhancement. Data presented for
object with 2.5x2.5µm lattice. (d) Far-field angular spectrum for the above three cases at

f = 900. Intensities are normalized to the DC component.
As a control case, we also compute the far-field angular spectrum of the combined
system (object + nanorods), when the incident wave has a polarization perpendicular to
the nanorods. Since, there is no resonance and enhancement of evanescent field in this
case, the Moiré features are not observed in the far-field (Figure 4.11(c), (d)).
It is evident that the far-field angular spectrum is not the real-space image of the
object. However, the real-space image can be reconstructed by applying lateral shifts to
the frequency components according to grating law and taking inverse Fourier transform.
For the case of periodic grating objects, this procedure is almost trivial. However, the
imaging itself is not limited to periodic objects and can be extended to generalized
shapes, provided a clear one to one relationship is known between the recorded far-field
Moiré features and object features.

4.4

Summary

To summarize, we have demonstrated a new approach to realize ultra-smooth Ag
superlenses with an unprecedented λ/12 resolution capability at near-UV wavelength.
Incorporating few monolayers of Ge drastically improves Ag film quality and minimizes
the subwavelength information loss due to scattering. Our theoretical and lithography
results clearly indicate subdiffraction imaging down to 30nm half-pitch resolution with
380nm illumination.
We also have demonstrated numerically a far-field imaging technique based on
Moiré effect with subdiffraction resolution capability in IR regime. A nanorod substrate
was designed that provides near-field enhancement, a necessary precursor to achieve
evanescent mixing. By transforming unresolvable high-frequency information of the
object into low frequency Moiré features, we are able to observe the subdiffraction
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features in the far-field. At incident wavelength of 6µm, Moiré features corresponding to
object periodicity of 2.5µm were clearly seen in the far-field. The methodology relies on
a prerequisite that an unambiguous reconstruction can be done by a suitable design of
metamaterial substrate. The image reconstruction procedure is very simple and requires
only Fourier transform and lateral shifts of frequency components. This reconstruction
procedure can be completely automated, making real time dynamic imaging of materials,
biological cells and tissues with subwavelength resolution a distinct possibility.
Methods

Sample preparation for smooth superlens:
Ag, Ag/Ge samples were prepared on quartz using electron-beam evaporation
with deposition rate of 0.1 Å/s for Ge and 1 Å/s for Ag at a pressure of 8x10-7 torr. The
substrate (~1"x1", 1mm thick) were first cleaned using RCA1 solution.91 Electronic grade
source material was supplied by Kurt J. Lesker with a four-nine purity.
Nanoimprint technology:
Nanoimprint technology developed at Hewlett-Packard laboratory was utilized to
fabricate 30nm half-pitch Cr gratings and 6nm thick spacer films. First a PMMA
(950k/15k) layer with thickness 60nm is spin coated on quartz substrate, followed by spin
coating of a UV-resist with thickness 66nm. The UV-resist is imprinted and cured using a
mold with 30nm half-pitch gratings. UV-resist layer is then etched to 45nm thickness
using RIE (with CF4: 60 sccm, 2mtorr), followed by through etching of PMMA layer
with O2 RIE (40 sccm, 2mtorr). 40nm thick Cr is deposited using e-beam evaporator at
0.1Å/s, followed by liftoff using acetone and ultrasonic agitation. Planarization of the Cr
gratings is performed by spin coating UV-resist with thickness 66nm, followed by
imprinting with a flat mold and UV-curing. UV-resist is then etched using CF4 RIE to a
total thickness of 46nm, thus resulting in a spacer layer with 6nm thickness.
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XRR measurement:
X-ray reflectivity measurements were carried out on a Philip MRD X'pert system.
Measurements were made in a range between 0 and 3 degrees, of which some data points
close to zero degree were removed since no useful information is available until the total
angle of reflection. Incident angle scan data points were collected with a step width of
0.01 degrees. Theoretical curves were simulated using commercial software Wingixa.
Film thickness and density were determined from the period of intensity oscillations and
total reflection edge, respectively.
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5

5.1

SUMMARY, FUTURE WORK AND OUTLOOK

Summary

This dissertation has dealt with design and characterization of plasmonic
metamaterials. We have addressed some of the fascinating applications of metamaterials
in realizing new optical devices which are considerably smaller than light wavelength.
We have investigated a novel characterization technique specifically suited to probe
optical properties of metamaterials at the nanoscale.
After a brief overview of recent advances in the field of optical metamaterials in
introduction chapter, we presented an integrated metamaterial modulator for on-fiber data
transport and telecommunication applications in Chapter 2. With numerical simulations
we demonstrated a double-wire sandwich structure, popularly known as a “fishnet
metamaterial”, as an effective modulator. We have also investigated a flipped fishnet
design that shows promise of being a low-loss and more effective integrated modulator.
Chapter 3 describes scanning electron beam based cathodoluminescence imaging
and spectroscopy technique for characterization of plasmonic metamaterials. Both
experimental and numerical simulation studies were presented that reveals a coherent
picture of excitation of plasmon modes with electron beam. We have conceptualized a
new finite-difference time-domain based simulation methodology that models the
electron beam as an array of point dipoles. In this chapter we focused on analyzing
plasmon modes of silver triangular nanoparticles anchored on a substrate.
In Chapter 4 we discussed the subdiffraction imaging capability of plasmonic
systems such as planar silver superlenses and nanorods. We have experimentally
demonstrated a resolution capability of 1/12th of the illumination wavelength, providing
unprecedented image details up to 30nm with near-UV light. This was achieved by
carefully minimizing the information losses due to evanescent decay, absorption and
scattering due to rough surfaces. Applying the state-of-the-art nanoimprint technology
and intermediate wetting layer (germanium) for the growth of silver, we have shown that
a smooth superlens could be fabricated with thickness down to 15nm. We have also
discussed extending the subdiffraction resolution capability of plasmonic materials to far77

field in infrared regime for chemical sensing applications. By designing a nanorod
substrate, we have numerically demonstrated that the evanescent modes from an object
can be coupled out to the far-field in the form of Moiré features. A subdiffraction
resolution of 2.5µm pitch is demonstrated at 6µm wavelength.

5.2

Future work

This work presents a unique platform to understand the fundamental
characteristics of metamaterials and harness the novel physics to develop practical
applications. The field of optical metamaterials is relatively new, and there is certainly a
huge scope for further development on several aspects presented in this study.
Specifically there are certain key directions which we would like to be followed-up:
-

Experimental demonstration of integrated fiber modulator, including
study of temporal dynamics.

-

Exploration of novel plasmon physics of metallic nanostructures with
cathodoluminescence spectroscopy, including study of plasmon
propagation lengths to distinguish localized vs. traveling plasmon
modes. Improving the modeling and numerical simulation methodology
by incorporating varying electron velocity, and dispersive or lossy
substrates.

-

Experimental realization of far-field subdiffraction imaging at infrared
wavelengths and developments of efficient image reconstruction
algorithms for complex subwavelength structures.

5.3

Outlook

Since the realization of metamaterials first at microwave frequencies, significant
improvements in performance have been made possible by new physical insights in
device design and better fabrication techniques. However, material losses at optical
frequencies remain a key challenge to the wide-scale adoption of metamaterial enabled
technologies. For example, current commercial telecommunication switches operate with
more than 10dB extinction ratios. While metamaterials offer an opportunity to
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significantly reduce the device footprints, further exploration of design optimization to
reduce losses and harness other novel nonlinear behavior is desirable. The development
of low-loss metamaterials could be the foundation of switches, modulators and other
novel optical devices in all-optical integrated information processing architectures, which
can process data signals much more efficiently than their electronic counterparts.
In addition, the fundamental understanding of light-matter interaction at small
scales is still an area open to debate. The boundary between continuum and quantum
mechanical phenomena can be challenged with development of characterization
techniques such as cathodoluminescence and electron energy loss spectroscopy. This is
critical for development of miniaturized optical devices such as chemical sensors with
single molecule detection sensitivity and waveguides to confine and guide
electromagnetic signals at nanoscale.
Fabrication of sub-20nm thick smooth silver films is critical for many
applications in metamaterials, plasmonics and nanophotonics. This includes realization of
multilayer superlenses operating at visible wavelengths. Development of potential lowloss and high resolution superlenses opens the door to exciting applications in nanoscale
optical metrology and nanomanufacturing. The ultrahigh resolution capability of far-field
superlenses could have a far reaching impact on biomedical imaging and chemical
sensing.
Demonstration of novel functionalities and applications at research scale is only
the beginning of the road for metamaterials. The control of optical properties at nanoscale
and integration of different components remain one of the hardest challenges.
Nevertheless, the progress made in metamaterials over a relatively short period of time is
phenomenal. The realization of full potential of this new class of materials will have a
profound impact on several disciplines including electronics, communication, medical
diagnostics, health care, and manufacturing.
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